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ushmm.org/research/collections/search/php to learn more about the photo as well as access links

to similar images and topics.

An SA picket stands in front of the Jewish-owned Tietz department

store wearing a boycott sign that reads “Germans defend yourselves;

don’t buy from Jews!” April 1, 1933. [Photograph #11300] USHMM,

COURTESY OF NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATON, COLLEGE PARK

The sign reads “The City of Hersbruck. This lovely city of Hersbruck,

this wonderful spot on earth, was created only for Germans and not

for Jews. Jews are therefore not desired here.” May 4, 1935.

[Photograph #86302] USHMM, COURTESY OF HANS CHERNEY

Three Jewish businessmen are paraded down Bruehl Strasse in central

Leipzig, carrying signs that read “Don’t buy from Jews; Shop at

German stores!” 1937. [Photograph #20210] USHMM, COURTESY OF WILLIAM BLYE

Austrian Nazis and local residents look on as Jews are forced to get

on their hands and knees and scrub the pavement. Spring 1938.

[Photograph #03741] USHMM, COURTESY OF NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS

ADMINISTRATON, COLLEGE PARK

View of Nuernberger Tor, one of the entrances to the University of

Erlangen, on top of which a banner has been placed stating that Jews

are not desired there. November 10, 1938. [Photograph #04366] USHMM,

COURTESY OF STADTARCHIVE UND STADTMUSEUM ERLANGEN



A page from an antisemitic coloring book featuring a portrait of a Jew

drawn by the German caricaturist known as Fips. Ca. 1933–39.

[Photograph #42034] USHMM, COURTESY OF SALO KLUGER

To learn more, please see the Additional Translations sheet.

Letter notifying Dr. Susanne Engelmann that she has been dismissed

from her teaching position in compliance with the Civil Service Law of

April 7, 1933. September 9, 1933. [Photograph #98629] USHMM, COURTESY OF

PETER ENGELMANN

A Jewish gentleman and his daughter cross the Stuttgarter Strasse

bridge in Ulm, where a sign states “Jews are not desirable in Ulm.”

Ca. 1937. [Photograph #57854] USHMM, COURTESY OF TRUDY ISENBERG

A dog lies on a park bench that states “Only for Aryans.” March 1938.

[Photograph #63705] USHMM

Nazi propaganda poster advertising a special issue of Der Stuermer on

“Rassenschande” (race pollution). Ca. 1935. [Photograph #32615] USHMM,

COURTESY OF DEUTSCHES HISTORISCHES MUSEUM GMBH

To learn more, please see the Additional Translations sheet.

Germans pass by the broken shop window of a Jewish-owned business

that was destroyed during Kristallnacht. November 10, 1938.

[Photograph #86838] USHMM, COURTESY OF NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS

ADMINISTRATON, COLLEGE PARK

On the morning after Kristallnacht, local residents watch as the

Ober Ramstadt synagogue is destroyed by fire. November 10, 1938.

[Photograph #04468] USHMM, COURTESY OF TRUDY ISENBERG
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ADDITIONAL TRANSLATIONS

A page from an antisemitic coloring book featuring a portrait of a Jew drawn by

the German caricaturist known as Fips. [Photograph #42034]

The caption at the bottom of the page asks “Do you know him?” In the upper left-

hand corner is the der Sturmer logo featuring a Star of David superimposed over a

caricature of a Jewish face. The caption under the star states that “without a

solution to the Jewish question, there will be no salvation for mankind.”

Nazi propaganda poster advertising a special issue of Der Stuermer on

“Rassenschande” (race pollution). [Photograph #32615]

The text says “Race Pollution. Since 1923, Julius Streicher has enlightened the

public about race pollution. In 1933, the Fuehrer declared race pollution a crime,

punishable by imprisonment. Nevertheless, thousands of race crimes continue to be

committed in Germany by Jews. What is race pollution? Why did the Fuehrer

proclaim the Nuremberg Laws? Why do Jews systematically and in massive numbers, commit racial

crimes against German women? What are the consequences of race pollution for the German

maiden?
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